Fixed Voice solutions: costs are going up and
overall usage is decreasing…

Communications
overspend?
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When it comes to communications contracts and
procurement there are many deals out there that appear
to be great value for money. However, a lot of these seem,
and are, too good to be true.
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Think about your fixed voice
solution – monitor how often
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complementary alternatives
such as outsourcing
or integrated
communications.
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Look at your contracts and
your tariffs. Have you got the
best deal? Evaluate who needs a
business mobile phone in your
company. Look for shared
contract servicing or bulk
pricing deals to save money.
Be aware of roaming
charges!
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hidden fees.
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Advice
Navigating network packages
can be difficult and if your structure
isn’t scoped out and executed using
milestones, costs can spiral. Ensure
that your network is robust enough so
no sudden downtime cost is
incurred. Also make sure that you
are aware of cloud risks before
moving.

